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lnformation: Notation

As you know, protons and neuffons reside in the nucleus. The mass number is the total number
of protons and neutrons in an atom. We need a notation for describing the nucleus and different
particles involved in nuclear reactions. The notation for a urarium-238 nucleus is as follows:'zfjU

In the uranium nucleus, there are 92 protons and therefore the charge ofthe nucleus is +92.
There are also 146 neuhons and the mass number is then 238.

Critical Thinkinq Questions

1. Given the following notation, how many protons and how many neutrons are in there in
this nucleus? ,oerTc {{ a pn't'ons SLsne*$rqnus

2. Wite the symbol for a thorium-234 nucleus
? ar.l
Cle

3. A certain nucleus contains 84 protons and 125 neutrons. Write the symbol for this

?,-x \-J

lnformation: Al pha Decay

In chemical reactions, atoms reanange to form new substances. The nuclei of the atoms
involved in the reaction remain unchalged.

In a nuclear reaction, it is the nucleus of an atom that gets changed. As you know, there are
protons and neutrons in the nucleus. Thus, nuclear changes will involve altering the protons and
neutrons

There are several types ofradioactive decay, when the nucleus of al atom spontaneously
disintegrates and gives off radiation. one type of radiation is the giving off of an alpha particle
Below, is the equation for uranium-238 decaying by alpha decay. After it decays, the uranium
nucleus has turned into a thorium nucleus and an alpha particle is emitted.
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Gritical Thinkinq Questions
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Consider the equation in the information seclion.
a) What is element #92 on the periodic table? v\-
b) Write the notation for an alpha particle. 

J pl

Consider another alpha decay equation: 'zlfx -+ tfrnn+lne. What is the symbol that
should be at the "x" at the beginning ofthe reaction? ,iqe

6 Consider yet another alpha decay equation: 
nnTc -+ o\X+lX. Rewrite the equation

without any x's. Fill in the proper numbers or letters to make the equation complete.

1-t-r-" -*i,?}{w ff l*e-
You should be able to make a generalized rule about the atomic numbers involved in
radioactive decay. Compare the sum of the atomic numbers on the left and right side of
the equation Do the same for the mass numbers. What do vou see?

&,./t {i^€ s,ff€ ort 't:o+$^\ Si4es o4 *}oq-aquou#

lnformation: Other Particles

Nuclei may give off other particles besides alpha particles. Some of the particles have mass
numbers and charges and other particles do not. A table listing some particles is given below:

Name of Particle Notation
Proton H or p

Neutron l
0 n

Eiectron (or "Beta") e or 0
BI

Positron 0
e

0

BI oft

Critical Thinkinq Questions

8 Consider the foilowing nuclear decay: 'l!Cs -+ 'l!Ba+ _o,e

a) What kind of radioactive decay is this? E€..te_

b) What do you notice about the sums of the atomic numbers on the left and right
sides of the equation? e^4 feu Souryl€-
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Critical Thinkinq Questions

Write the equations for several different kinds ofnuclear decay of: rlf Fr

lzb F.r ---+ i c- * *€3m*-
a) beta decay: Et I o

b) positrondec"t, ,k?r& -+ le t z$ftKur

c) alPhadecaY: 
'&?r* ** $ F$-e * &g At

10. Consider an uranium-238 that goes through two consecutive decays. First, it emits an
alpha particle. Then it emits a beta particle emission. Write the two equations and the
symbol for the nucleus after the final decay. 4*? t"t --* L Ui e + t;'lt*

lnformation: Types of decay
23'{rfi^ -+At\lF\
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There are five common types ofdecay: alpha (cr), beta (B), positron (p+), electron capture
(EC) and gamma (y) emission. The first three we have already looked at. Electron capture
and gamma emission are a little different.

Electron capture (often abbreviated EC) is when an unstable nucleus picks up an electron
from an imer orbital of an atom. According to nuclear equations, when the electron collides
with a proton. a neurron ir fo*.fp 

*_1, __, ;,
Notice once again that the sum of the atomic numbers on the left equals the sum on the right,
The same is true of sum of the mass numbers. Here's an example equation ofwhat happens
to the nucleus when a proton ir 

::,1t"1"d 
4lneutron during electron capture:

Gamma emission is a liute diff.i*.-tiri;#"decay, a gamma phoron is released. often
gamma emission occurs very quickly after radioactive decay. The product nucieus is simply
a lower-energy state of the original nucleus-there is no change in atomic number or mass

1 1 . Write an electron capture equation for llca
%{$.+ 5e:* ?€K

12. What is the final symbol for the nucleus formed by '?llPo after it undergoes alpha decay,
then beta, then another alpha, followed by an electron capture?
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lnformation : Predicting Types of Radioactive Decay

Atoms are stable when they have the right numbers of protons and neutrons. By looking at the
average atomic mass for an atom on the periodic table, you can see how many protons and
neutrons a stable nucleus has. For example, consider carbon. The average atomic mass is 12.01.
Therefore, a carbon atom with 6 protons and 6 neutrons (carbon-12) is predicted to be stable
since the mass number of 12 is close to the average atomic mass on the periodic table. However,
carbon-14, which has 6 protons and 8 neutrons is not stable because 14 is too far from 12.

The following table is does not contain official rules, but guideiines

Notice that you cannot predict perfectly. For example, an atom that does not have enough
neutrons will decay by positron emission or electron captue but we won't know which one until
we confirm it in the laboratory.

Again, consider carbon-14. It has an unstable nucleus. It won't decay by alpha emission
because the atomic number isn't greater tlan 83. Will it decay by beta emission or
positron /electron capture? €erb ewaA.Sgt'aV-\

Gritical Thinkinq Questions

1 consider 13 Ca .

a) Look at calcium on the periodic table, does the calcium-47 nucleus have too many
or too few neutrons? toe w16m*1 &€,Ll.ko{eg

J
b) Predict the type ofdecay and write the reaction. Q.Jote: ifyou predict positron

emission or electron captue, then you need to write BOTH reactions.)

&-b evwtssiosl
*q

Types of radioactive
decay: Alpha Emission Beta Emission

Positron emission
Or

Electron Capture

When this type of
decay occurs:

When the atomic
number is greater than
83.

When the atom
appears to have too
many neutlons.

When the atom
appears to not have
enough neutrons.
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2. Now consider aluminum-2S. Predict the type ofdecay and write the reaction. (Again, if
you predict positron emission or electron capture, then you need to write BOTH--do it

4 d - that way foithe rest of this worksheet.) ib'o €r-rr neL,fsews -+ oogf irarr eF!i3si'o!

tf At o iq * fi;is-'^;;"' +ift;'"-.*'i.';,feu br€etuo'"ca'n"rc(-

3 . Predict the type of decay and write the reaction for each of the following nuclei :

a) sodium-26 uehewussron tY f** -+ -?e . l?bqq
J

b) francium-22: o.{$**.

c) niobium-i40 e.&Snq

d) iron-60 &€.h ewtssiep"l

ff*F-.r *--q 3.P{a * ffi ht
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e) potassium-3 5 pes'fvan €wrisgiosl
' ct. {.(6.@koy1 Wpiw.nr-
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I nformation : Transmutation? *e

?AK- 3uc* iig"-
"Transmutation" is what the alchemists were trying to accomplish. They wan6i to change lead
into gold. They were trying all kinds of chemical reactions in an attempt to accomplish this feat.
It is impossible to accomplish transmutation using with chemical reactions. Strangely enough,
however, it is possible with nuclear reactions. Just about every nuclear reaction you have written
so far ends up in a transmutation: a nucleus ofone atom changing into a nucleus ofa different
atom

Scientists can accomplish transmutation by using nuclear bombardment reactions. In the
following reaction, nitrogen-l4 is bombarded with alpha particles:

'lN+lae-->tlo+la
There's a special abbreviated notation for this reaction: 'iN(o,p),1O. tne notation tells us
that an alpha particle (cr) is transformed to a proton (p) after it bombards the nitrogen nucleus,
which is tumed into an oxygen-17 nucleus.

Here's another reaction and abbreviated notation' i3 Ak", n;i! P . Here, a neuhon (n) is
produced:

l!x+lne-+',lr+]n

Critical Thinkinq Questions

Given the following nuclear reactions, rvrite the abbreviated notations

a) lae+!He-+'!c+|n b) llca+ine-+iisc+la
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5. Given the following abbreviated notations, complete the abbreviated notations and then
write the nuclear reactions:

a) ilsi (o, p) lx b) lx (cr, n)'ilau
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